
1. Cryptocurrency – according to the experts

Cryptocurrencies, notably bitcoins, have been making headlines in the news since the beginning of 
the year. Read on to find out what you should know about cryptocurrencies from a tax and company 
law perspective, as well as the associated risks.

The term cryptocurrencies refers to virtual currencies, i.e. money in a digital form. The most well-known 
cryptocurrencies are Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple. The (ambitious) objective: using cryptography (the 
science of encryption) to create a wide-spread, decentralised, and secure digital payment system. 
Cryptographically secured protocols and decentralised data retention are intended to enable digital pay-
ments to be made without the need for central institutions such as banks. As such, holding a cryptological 
key is the equivalent of owning credit, which is also cryptologically signed, in a common blockchain  
(= encrypted database for all past transactions). 

In the view of the Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF), cryptocurrencies are an intangible, non-
depreciating economic asset that, however, is not classified as a payment method under income tax law.

1.1. Mining in focus

The term “mining” refers to the process whereby new units of cryptocurrencies are created. Using special 
mining software, the so-called “miner” provides validation and encryption services for which, in return 
for newly generated blocks of cryptocurrencies (known as “block rewards”), it also receives transaction 
fees. These validation and encryption services serve as a basis for the security and functionality of each 
cryptocurrency network, adding further “blocks” to the blockchain on an ongoing basis. The maximum 
number of bitcoins has been set at 21 million units by the network protocol. Around 16.6 million of them 
were in circulation at the end of August 2017. 

   Mining and income tax 
If new units of cryptocurrencies are created, this constitutes a commercial activity according to the 
Income Tax Act (EStG) – if the decisive criteria of self-employment, sustainability, profit-taking and 
participation in economic traffic exist. The mining of cryptocurrencies is therefore not different from the 
production of other economic assets, from an income tax perspective. In order to successfully create 
blocks, the miner receives the newly created cryptocurrency units in the form of a cash-equivalent 
benefit in return. The taxable income from the mining activities is determined by the market value of 
the units generated in cryptocurrencies less the related operating expenses (e.g. electricity costs and 
depreciation of the special mining hardware).
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   Mining and value-added tax 
Due to a lack of identifiable service recipient according to the financial authorities and pursuant to ECJ 
case law (cf. ECJ 22/10/2015, case no. C-264/14, Hedqvist), cryptocurrency mining is not subject to 
value-added tax. This means that although companies specialising solely in mining cryptocurrencies 
(known as mining farms) do not need to pay VAT, the deduction of input tax is also excluded from this 
activity. 

   Mining – measurement and accounting 
The cryptocurrency units created are to be measured at market value or the exchange rate at the time of 
acquisition. This “market value” may fluctuate at the moment due to the lack of an official exchange rate 
and depending on the exchange rate source used. 
 
In the case of miners preparing a balance sheet, cryptocurrencies are generally to be considered 
current assets. On the other hand, they are classified as fixed assets if there is a documented intention 
to retain the cryptocurrency for a longer period of time. Given that the acquisition of cryptocurrency 
units is offset by a paid consideration by the miner, we believe that the capitalisation ban pursuant to the 
Austrian Business Code (UGB) does not apply. 
 
The measurement of cryptocurrencies as at the balance sheet date may be summarised as follows for 
balance-sheet accountants in accordance with the provisions of the Austrian Business Code (UGB):

Classification Exchange rate loss Exchange rate gain

Current assets Mandatory devaluation (strict principle of 
lower cost or market)

Mandatory write-up up to a maximum of the 
acquisition value

Fixed assets

 � Mandatory devaluation if the 
impairment is expected to be 
permanent

 � Voluntary devaluation if the impairment 
is not expected to be permanent

Mandatory write-up up to a maximum of the 
acquisition value

TPA Tip: 
It is recommended to collect evidence of all movements and the exchange rates (e.g. in euros) for 
measurement purposes and retain this for seven years.

1.2. Online stock exchange and cryptocurrency cash machines

   Operating an online exchange for cryptocurrencies on which these can be exchanged for other 
cryptocurrencies or real currencies (“bought and sold”) as well as 

   operating a cryptocurrency cash machine where you can obtain cryptocurrencies with money 
are generally to be considered a commercial activity.

Note: Cryptocurrencies are not subject to the regulation or the supervision or the Financial Market 
Authority. A concession from the Financial Market Authority may be necessary for certain business models 
based on cryptocurrencies.
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1.3. Transactions with cryptocurrencies

Transactions with cryptocurrencies have been rising steadily this year.

   Transactions and income tax 
Trading between cryptocurrencies is to be considered an exchange transaction (the presence of an 
acquisition and selling action), along with the exchange thereof for legal tender or goods and services, 
regardless of whether this occurs inside or outside the company. The proceeds of the sale and the 
acquisition costs of the purchased assets are to be valued at the common value of the economic asset 
provided or the market value of the service. 
 
In addition, the financial authorities have addressed the issue of an interest-bearing investment of 
cryptocurrencies. Interest-bearing investment means lending cryptocurrencies to other market 
participants (according to the principle of a customary loan). Here, corresponding units of crypto-
currencies are transferred to the cryptocurrency address of the recipient (so-called assignment change). 
In return for the transfer, the lender receives additional units pro rata temporis (in the sense of “interest”) 
of the cryptocurrency. 
 
The following summary shows the taxation of possible transactions or the interest-bearing investment, 
depending on the assignment to business or private assets:

Assignment of the cryptocurrency to

Business assets Private assets

Resulting income from trading  
between cryptocurrencies

Taxation at a rate of up to 55 % income 
tax

Income from speculative activities  
only within the one-year speculation  

period1): Rate of up to 55 %  
income tax  

Resulting income from an exchange 
for goods, services, and legal 

tender

Income from realised appreciation 
from interest-bearing investment2)

Taxation at a special tax rate of 27.5 %

“Interest income” from the  
interest-bearing investment

Taxation at a rate of up to 55 % income tax

1) The time of acquisition of the legal predecessor is to be taken in the case of economic assets acquired free of charge.
2) Cryptocurrencies constitute economic assets as defined by Sec. 27 para. 3 of the Austrian Income Tax Act (EStG).
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   Special features in case of cryptocurrencies in private assets   
In the case of realising the increase in the value of non-interest-bearing investments in private assets 
(if within the one-year speculation period), profits can only be offset by losses from other speculative 
transactions and vice versa. Other profits are taxable and any other losses may not be offset against tax. 
 
If a cryptocurrency with different acquisition times and different acquisition rates is held in what is 
known as a digital wallet, the important factor during an exchange transaction is which “tranche” of 
the cryptocurrency is exchanged, as this may constitute a speculative transaction, depending on the 
tranche used, and the amount of potential speculative income may vary significantly. In this case,  
a random assignment can be made, provided that a full record of the acquisition dates and acquisition 
costs of the cryptocurrencies has been kept. If no records are kept, the oldest part of a cryptocurrency 
is to be considered as sold first (FIFO method). 
 
TPA Tip:  
We recommend analysing income from speculative transactions on a regular basis so as to be able to 
compensate for losses and gains through quick realisation (quick sale, e.g. of cryptocurrencies). It is 
also recommended to keep a complete record for reasons of optimisation.

   Transactions and value-added tax 
If legal tender (e.g. euro) is exchanged for cryptocurrencies and vice-versa, this constitutes a tax-free 
activity according to ECJ case law (c.f. ECJ 22/10/2015, case no. C-264/14, Hedqvist, VAT Regulation 
2000, margin no. 759). This means that input tax may not be deducted e.g. for cryptocurrencies on 
online exchanges. 
 
Cryptocurrencies are equivalent to legal tender with regard to the basis for assessment of value-added 
tax, i.e. the payment of deliveries and services. Thus it is irrelevant when calculating the amount of the 
value-added tax, whether, for example, payment is made in euros, in a foreign currency or in bitcoins; 
the euro value of the “payment” is generally taxed at the time of payment.

   Transactions – measurement and accounting 
Exchanging cryptocurrencies for a consideration (goods, services or legal tender) has the following 
effect for the buyers and sellers of the goods or service:

Buyer result Seller result

 � Cryptocurrency outflow 

 � Consideration and sales proceeds inflow at the 
common value of the cryptocurrency 

 � Realisation of exchange gains / losses (depending 
on the acquisition price of the cryptocurrency)

 � Cryptocurrency and sales proceeds inflow for the 
outgoing goods / service

 � Consideration outflow
 � Realisation of gains from the sale of goods and 

services (depending on the carrying value of the 
consideration)

 � Devaluation of the cryptocurrency to the lower 
present value (depending on if the cryptocurrency 
is recognised as a fixed or current asset)

 � Exchange gains / losses from a subsequent 
exchange of the cryptocurrency
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1.4. Risks surrounding cryptocurrencies (bitcoins)

The European Banking Authority has issued warnings for both consumers and the traditional financial sector, 
and explicitly advises against buying, holding or selling cryptocurrencies (bitcoins).

   Main risk factors 
The main risk factors of virtual currencies include anonymity, which leads to the promotion of financial 
crime and money laundering, as well as globality. In the long run, it will be necessary to develop a 
comprehensive package of measures to be able to properly regulate the identified risks and the factors 
driving these. 

   The bitcoin exchange rate is subject to considerable volatility 
Bitcoins are not issued by the central bank of a state. The purchase power and the price stability of the 
virtual currency remains unsecured and thus subject to major fluctuations. Such drastic exchange rate 
fluctuations make bitcoins a highly speculative undertaking and may result in total loss. 

   Trading platforms are not regulated and not subject to any oversight 
The software required to trade with bitcoins is not subject to any statutory IT standards or security 
requirements. This carries numerous risks, such as those associated with hacker attacks, software errors 
and data loss. 
 
A trading platform may be closed at any time, as has been the case several times in the past, with 
credit being lost. There is no legal, deposit or investor protection when trading platforms are closed, 
for example as a result of insolvency or the banning of buying, selling and trading bitcoins in a country. 
There is no central operator who may be called to account. 

   Digital wallets can be hacked and emptied 
Digital wallets are stored on computers, notebooks or smartphones, and are therefore exposed to hacker 
attacks. Information is not stored centrally, which means that, if the key for your own digital wallet is lost, it 
is no longer possible to access it. There is no contact person for complaints, enquiries or support. 

   No special legal protection when using bitcoins   
Unauthorised or erroneous transactions cannot be reversed. The future acceptance of bitcoins as a 
method of payment is not guaranteed; this is at the discretion of the respective contracting partner. 
There is no right to force the acceptance of bitcoins as a method of payment or to exchange bitcoins for 
real currencies. This means that the ongoing existence of bitcoins as a digital method of exchange and 
payment is not guaranteed.

2. Tax-free profit allowance 2017: what must be taken into account when a 
claim arises.

There is an important change for self-employed individuals and traders concerning the tax-free profit 
allowance in 2017: securities that can be used to take advantage of the tax-free profit allowance are no 
longer limited to mortgage bonds. 

Most self-employed individuals and traders now know about the tax-free profit allowance. This year, natural 
persons can again make up to 13 % of their taxable profit (excluding capital gains) tax-free. 13 % of profits 
 of up to EUR 30,000 (basic tax-free allowance) are automatically made tax-free without the need for any 
further requirements to be met. In the case of partnerships, it should be noted that the basic tax-free allow-
ance of EUR 30,000 is only available once per company and not per partner.
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If profits exceed an amount of EUR 30,000, investments in 2017 need to be made in eligible assets so as to 
be able to benefit from the investment-related tax-free profit allowance. Eligible assets include:

   Tangible depreciable assets – the most important exceptions being:
 � Cars (except for driving school cars and taxis);
 � Low-value assets;
 � Used assets;
 � User life < 4 years;

   Eligible securities (pursuant to Sec. 14 para. 7 no. 4 of the Austrian Income Tax Act [EStG]).  

The investments required to take advantage of the investment-related tax-free profit allowance must be 
made by 31 December 2017 for those using a cash accounting or balance accounting system.

The tax relief in place since 2011 has been subject to numerous amendments by the legislators over the 
years. One important change was made for this year.

New from 2017: In past years, only mortgage bonds were permitted as eligible securities. This restriction 
has been lifted for investments in 2017.

TPA Tip: 
Securities must be booked to the securities account by 31 December 2017 and stay there for at least four 
years. This means that securities orders must be placed in time before the end of the year, taking into 
account the public holidays.

The tax-free profit allowance is phased as follows:

   13.0 % for a profit of up to EUR 175,000;
   7.0   % for a profit between EUR 175,000 and EUR 350,000;
   4.5   % for a profit between EUR 350,000 and EUR 580,000.

This means that the maximum tax-free allowance is EUR 45,350 with maximum tax savings of EUR 22,675. 

Note: If profit is calculated using the consolidated business expenses method (Betriebsausgaben-
pauschalierung), only the basic tax-free profit allowance may be claimed. This means that self-employed 
individuals and traders that consolidate their expenses into a lump sum may benefit from tax savings 
through the basic tax-free allowance.

TPA Tip: 
Investing in depreciable fixed assets to take advantage of the investment-related tax-free profit allowance 
means that, with a tax rate of 50 %, the investment is fully covered by the tax savings.

3. Digital business models: Paradigmen shift in taxation will come

The taxation of international digital business models will change significantly. The most likely short-
term changes: The introduction of an equalization tax and the new definition of what constitutes a 
permanent establishment for tax purposes. For more details please see here.
 
International tax law lags behind the business models in the digital era. The reason is simple: Tax law 
strongly refers to physical and local activities which are key to classic business models but which are of 
little relevance for Silicon Valley giants like Google, Amazon & Co. OECD und EU are in search of alternative 
taxation concepts for digital business models. 
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The background
Current taxation concepts for international cases were basically developed for the world in the early 
20th century. Correspondingly, the tax anchor for a local taxation is usually a local function or presence, 
particularly production factors and sales factors:

   In the case of legal entities – such as corporations, partnerships or branch offices – performing local 
production or sales functions, local taxation is safeguarded by transfer pricing rules and the arm´s 
length principle. 

   In the case there are no local legal entities, permanent establishment rules safeguard local taxation.  
A permanent establishment for tax purposes – once again – refers to local premises which are used for 
the business purposes or assumes a permanent establishment under certain conditions if a local sales 
representative is engaged in selling the products.   

In digital business models the value creation results from the generation and exploitation of big data 
through websites, apps or from own business processes. This overstrains the current tax law which is 
demonstratively shown by the latest court case regarding Google in France. 

The Google Case
In July 2017 Google won, at first instance, its tax dispute in France about taxes in the amount of  
EUR 1.1 billion for the years 2005 to 2010. The key issue: Google´s permanent establishment status in 
France.

Very briefly – the court decision denies a permanent establishment: Google earned its advertising 
revenues in France through independent advertising salesmen. These salesmen cannot trigger a 
permanent establishment for tax purposes for Google since they operate independently. The server for the 
European market is located in Ireland where also the decisions about definite contract conclusions with 
advertising clients are made. Thus, there is no room for the taxation of the billions of advertising revenues 
in France. The major part of Google´s profit with French clients remains de facto low-taxed or not taxed at 
all due the “Double Irish Dutch Sandwich” until its expiration in 2020. 

OECD BEPS Action Plan (Action 1)
The case only confirms what was already anticipated by experts: A task force within the OECD BEPS 
project addressed the tax challenges of the digital economy ever since 2012. The final OECD BEPS report 
from October 2015 includes 3 alternative taxation approaches for digital business models: 

1. Virtual Permanent Establishment: New definition of permanent establishments based on   
 “substantial digital presence” 
2. Withholding Tax on digital transactions
3. Excise Tax in the form of a Equalization Tax.

The reaction of the EU Commission 
In a Communication of 21 September 2017 the EU Commission has examined different possibilities for a 
fair taxation of digital businesses: 

   In the long term the EU Commission holds on to the consolidated taxation of corporate profits (Common 
Consolidated Corporate Tax Base) as the solution to close taxation loopholes. However, according to 
many experts the actual implementation of a consolidated tax base throughout the EU remains to be 
seen. 

   The implementation of an equalization tax is considered as a possible short-term approach. In the 
course of the ECOFIN conference, 10 member states expressed their support for this approach, among 
others France and Germany.   
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Unilateral measures of individual states
Some states try to tackle tax evasion tactics of multinational enterprises individually: 

   In 2015, the UK introduced a „Diverted Profits Tax“ of 25 % which is aimed to prevent the diversion of 
profits to tax havens and arises when the creation of a permanent establishment in the UK is evaded.    

   Australia followed this model in 2016. 
   France also tried to implement such a model – however, the Constitutional Court denied the taxation of 
diverted profits. 

Other member states‘ reactions, including Austria
Other member states – in particular the Austrian Ministry of Finance – view the further development of the 
permanent establishment definition as a possible solution to tackle tax gaps. Work on the new definition of 
the permanent establishment has already started.

For this purpose an international coordination will be necessary because not only the creation of a 
permanent establishment but also the attribution of profits to the permanent establishment has to be 
defined in a new and uniform manner. Possible new links for the attribution of profits to a digital permanent 
establishment include for example revenue per country, local digital platform (own website), number of 
users or the collected data (reviews, search history). 

The way ahead
There will be a paradigm shift in the taxation of international digital business models. The most likely 
changes in the short term are 

   the implementation of an equalization tax and 
   the redefinition of permanent establishments for tax purposes. 

These changes in tax regulations will most likely not only affect Silicon Valley Giants but also sooner or later 
all businesses which use big data in their business models. 

TPA Tip: 
These foreseeable changes need to be considered in tax structuring and planning. 

4. Updates regarding Country-by-Country Reporting

Multinational groups with consolidated sales volume of more than EUR 750m are obliged to prepare 
and submit Country-by-Country Reporting starting from the business year 2016. In Austria, this 
legal requirement follows from the Verrechnungspreisdokumentationsgesetz (“VPDG”). Small local 
business units of such multinational groups are subject to notification requirements in Austria.
 
OECD: Clarifications regarding the implementation 
The OECD has recently published a number of clarifications for the implementation of CbC Reporting. 
These are the following main topics: 

   No inclusion of an entity which is included in the MNE Group‘s consolidated financial statements under 
equity accounting rules 

   Where pro rata consolidation is applied to an entity in an MNE Group in preparing the group‘s 
consolidated financial statements, it may be allowed to take into account only a pro rata share of the 
entity’s total revenue to be taken into account for the purpose of applying the EUR 750m threshold and 
the calculation of the other financial ratios

   The financial figures to be provided per jurisdiction are to be aggregated and normally not consolidated. 
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   All revenue, gains, income, or other inflows shown in the financial statement prepared in accordance 
with the applicable accounting rules relating to profit and loss, such as the income statement or profit 
and loss statement, should be reported as “Revenues”. This means that also interst income, unrealized 
gains and extraordinary income is to be presented in the financial figure “Revenues”. 

Austria: Ministry of Finance publishes technical implementation details 
The Austrian Ministry of Finance has published technical details regarding the electronic submission of the 
CbC Reports at the beginning of September. Trial submission of CbC reports will be possible mid / end of 
September in FinanzOnline. The actual submission of CbC Reports will be possible starting from November. 

Czech Republic: Notification requirement for business years ending before 31 October 2017 newly 
introduced
Czech Republic has relatively late introduced a notification requirement for ultimate parents and local 
business units belonging to a group falling under the CbC Reporting. Czech business units must submit an 
electronic form until 31 October 2017 in which the identity of the reporting entity must be disclosed. 

5. Please continue to pay close attention to invoice details. 

Current jurisprudence indicates partial simplifications regarding invoice details. However, a funda-
mental departure from the formal requirements for input deduction is not to be derived from this.  
As such, it is necessary to check invoices thoroughly and carefully. 

Current ECJ case law
The starting point for the recent development concerning invoice deficiencies and input taxation is, in 
particular, two decisions of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) which have addressed 

   inaccurate accounting on the one hand, and
   the retroactivity of an invoice adjustment on the other.

The result is that the ECJ has allowed the deduction of input tax, in spite of inaccurate invoice details, 
particularly as a result of documentation provided in addition and information on the performance period.  
In the decision on the retroactivity of an invoice adjustment, the ECJ has also allowed retroactive effect 
despite the later addition of the VAT ID number.

BMF VAT regulations
The Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF) has also responded to the decisions. In the VAT regulations 
(UStR 2000),

   formal requirements of an invoice (invoice features) have been partially relaxed, along with
   the provisions concerning the time of input tax deduction.

It should be noted, however, that these simplifications may have a very narrow range of application, 
despite some noticeable easing.

   Invoice details 
A potential later addition to the (retroactive) input tax deduction will only be accepted for the 
“Performance description” and “Performance period” details if these have been inadequately satisfied 
but can be ascertained on the basis of further documents. 
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   Retroactivity 
As regards the retroactive effect of an invoice adjustment, the VAT regulations merely state that an 
adjustment should be possible in the course of an audit by the financial authorities, with said audit 
comprising both back office and field sales activities. As such and in the view of the BMF, the retroactive 
invoice adjustment remains limited to cases in which the financial authorities identify problems with an 
invoice and allows an adjustment to be made. This means that it is still not possible to adjust invoices 
automatically and voluntarily (e.g. if problems with an invoice are noticed when preparing the accounts) 
(see below). 

Change in law in Austria
This view has also since been reflected in some decisions in Austria.

   Retroactive invoice adjustment also allowed before the BFG 
With its decision of 1 June 2017 (RV/2100294/2015), the Federal Finance Court (Bundesfinanzgericht, 
BFG) upheld an appeal in which the taxpayer submitted adjusted invoices as part of an appeal against 
a decision regarding the reimbursement of input tax. In its decision and referring to decisions by the ECJ 
of 15 September 2016 (case no. C-516/14, Barlis 06, RS1216655, subsection 43 and case no. C 518/14, 
Senatex GmbH), the BFG decided that the retroactive effect of an invoice adjustment should not only be 
applicable to cases of an external audit but that it must also be possible to make corrections during the 
appeal proceedings. 

   Resubmissions for “Performance description” and “Performance period” before the BFG 
In another decision of the BFG of 9 May 2017 (RV/7102673/2013), the BFG had to decide on the 
subsequent specification of the “Performance description” and “Performance period” invoice details. 
Referring to the decision of the ECJ of 15 September 2016 (case no. C 518/14, Senatex GmbH) and 
Sec. 270 of the Federal Fiscal Code (BAO), the BFG came to the decision that the resubmission 
of missing invoice details before the administrative court also enables input tax to be deducted 
retrospectively.  

In a nutshell: continue to pay close attention to invoice details!
   From a practical point of view, it is important to ensure that all invoice features are provided in full, as the 
possible cases of recognition and a retroactivity of the input tax deduction are not unlimited, from today’s 
perspective. 

   Narrow application of the simplifications from rulings must also be expected in the future. 
   Deficient invoices will continue to result in unpleasant discussions during company audits and other 
similar audits.

6. Registration obligation for beneficial owners: Please note the following. 

The Beneficial Owner Registration Act (WiEReG) was recently passed. This requires companies and 
other legal entities to report their “beneficial owners”. Please consider the following.

From January 15th, 2018, certain personal details of the beneficial owners of certain legal entities must be 
reported to the new register. The aim is to achieve effective transparency about the beneficial owners  
(as defined by the WiEReG) of companies and to prevent money laundering and the financing of terrorism.  
The WiEReG has already been published in the Federal Official Journal and will come into effect on  
January 15th, 2018.
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What has to be done by when?
The report to the new register requires the beneficial owners of companies, foundations, trusts, associations 
and savings banks. For some cases there exists an exemption (see below). Otherwise the initial notification 
has to be sent to the Federal Statistical Office of Austria via the company service portal of the Austrian 
Republic by no later than June 1st, 2018. Any other notification must be sent within four weeks.

The following companies and legal entities, etc., are affected:
1.  General partnerships 
2.  Limited partnerships 
3.  Public limited company 
4.  Limited liability company 
5. Cooperative societies 
6.  Mutual insurance associations 
7.  Small insurance associations 
8.  Savings banks 
9.  European economic interest groupings 
10.  European companies (SE) 
11.  European cooperative societies (SCE) 
12.  Private foundations pursuant to Sec. 1 of the Private Foundations Act (PSG) 
13.  Other legal entities that must be entered in the Companies Register pursuant to Sec. 2 (13) of the  
 Companies Register law (FBG) 
14.  Associations pursuant to Sec. 1 of the Law on Associations (VerG) 
15.  Foundations and funds pursuant to the Federal Law on Foundations and Funds 2015 (BStFG) 
16.  Foundations and funds set up on the basis of a provincial law, provided that this federal law may be 
a pplied in provincial law 
17.  Trusts, if they are managed from within Austria 
18.  Trust-like arrangements, if they are managed from within Austria

The following information about the beneficial owner must be provided: 
   First and last name, 
   Date and place of birth, 
   Nationality, and 
   Place of residence as well as the 
   Nature and scope of their economic interest. 

Who counts as a beneficial owner?
According to the legal entity the term “beneficial owner” is defined differently. Generally speaking the 
characteristic of a beneficial owner can be determined in three equal ways:

   Owning a sufficient number of shares or holding a sufficient stake in a company, or
   Holding a sufficient number of voting rights, or
   Exercising control over the company’s management. 

As such, an individual person meets the criteria of a beneficial owner of a ltd (“GmbH”) if it  
   holds more than 25 % of the company’s shares, or 
   holds more than 25 % of voting rights, or 
   exercises control over the company’s management. 

If there is no individual person who meets these criteria, then the individual person (or persons) at the 
highest management level shall constitute the beneficial owner (owners). 
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Exemption from the reporting obligation
In many cases, Statistics Austria can use the data from existing registers such as the Companies Register, 
the civil register or the register of associations. If the data can be used from other registers there is no 
reporting obligation. For example, the data can be taken from the Companies Register if all members of a 
general partnership or limited partnership are individual persons. The same applies to individual persons 
as the shareholder of a limited liability company with a stake of more than 25 %. 

If, however, another individual person than the person registered in the Companies Register exercises 
controls directly or indirectly the management (e.g. on the basis of a trusteeship), then a legal entity exempt 
has to submit a declaration. 

Right of access to the register
Legal entities that are required to register are entitled to look into their own data. In addition, specific 
professional groups, e.g. lawyers, tax advisors and notaries, as well as credit institutions, real estate 
agents, business consultants and insurance brokers, may also be granted access under certain conditions. 
By the same token, authorities such as tax authorities, financial authorities or the Federal Financial Court, 
are entitled to look into the register. 

Steep fines for offences
Deliberate (and grossly negligent) violations of reporting obligations are to be classified as financial 
offences and punishable by fines of up to EUR 200,000 (and EUR 100,000). Similarly, the financial offence 
of deliberately viewing the register without authorisation is punishable by fines of up to EUR 10,000. In the 
event of incomplete reporting or no reporting at all, the tax authorities may force reporting to be made by 
imposing penalty fines. 

Conclusion
As of January 15th, 2018, TPA will be happy to check the data of the beneficial owners register for you – 
upon being instructed to do so – and, if necessary, make a correction by the end of May 2018 with your 
approval.

7. International reporting system for financial account data is also in force in 
Austria

Since recently, all Austrian financial institutions have been obliged to submit certain financial 
account data to the Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF). The basis for the is the Common Reporting 
Standard Act (GMSG), which incorporates an EU directive, the origins of which stem from the 
Common Reporting Standard (CRS) developed by the OECD, into national Austrian law. 

The GMSG stipulates that national tax authorities transmit the data electronically to the competent 
authorities of the participating CRS states. It is an international reporting system aimed at helping combat 
cross-border tax evasion and avoidance. Over 100 countries (including all EU Member States, Switzerland 
and Liechtenstein) around the world participate in it. 

Who is reported?
All customers, both natural persons and legal entities / companies who do not have their tax domicile 
exclusively in Austria but (also) in one of the participating CRS states are affected.
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When does reporting occur?
   If customers (natural persons as well as legal entities / companies) are identified as tax-resident in a 
state participating in the CRS, except Austria, the financial institution is obliged to report their data (as 
well as the data of the controlling persons) to the responsible tax office every year. The reported data 
are then forwarded by the Austrian financial authorities to the competent authorities of the respective 
partner countries.

   The same applies if the customer is tax-resident in Austria but also has other foreign tax residencies as 
well.

Self-assessment in respect of tax residence
As from 1 October 2016, each new account/deposit holder has been obliged to disclose their tax 
residence(s) and, where applicable (in the case of companies with passive income), of their controlling 
persons to the financial authorities. In certain circumstances, tax residence(s) must be clarified for 
accounts / deposits existing as at 30 September 2016.  

Tax residence generally depends on the regulations of the state in question. Points of reference are 
characteristics such as place of residence, habitual residence or the centre of life interests or, for 
companies, the registered office of the company or the place of management.

Which data are reported?
The financial institution is, in principle, obliged to report all bank accounts (savings, deposits and giro 
transactions) and deposits held by customers resident for tax purposes in one or more of the participating 
countries.

The following customer and account details are reported:
   Name and address of the account holder(s);
   Country / countries of residence;
   Tax identification number(s) (TIN);
   Date and place of birth; 
   Account and deposit number(s);
   Account balances and deposit values at the end of the calendar year concerned or the date of the 
account’s reversal;

   Current gross income and disposal proceeds; 
   There are additional reporting requirements for legal entities (corporations, foundations, etc.).

When are reports sent?
The automatic exchange of information is valid from 2017 onwards for the previous calendar year, 
replacing the EU withholding tax for EU citizens with limited tax liability in Austria.  

Notifications according to GMSG are to be submitted electronically to the tax office of the financial 
institution (responsible for corporation tax) annually by 30 June, and include the relevant data determined 
from the previous calendar year. The first notification under GMSG was to be issued by the financial 
institutions by 30 June 2017 at the latest, for:

   New accounts and deposits opened for the first time from 1 October 2016 until 30 June 2017.
   Accounts and deposits existing before 1 October 2016, depending on whether they are managed by 
natural persons or legal entities, as well as on the amount of the account balances / deposit values, 
either until 30 June 2018 or 30 June 2019.
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